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* * * * ## Illustrator Adobe Illustrator is another industry standard vector graphics and illustrative program, and its integration with Photoshop makes it a key tool. It is also used for designing logos and packaging. Using the correct version of Illustrator is very important when working with Photoshop or other Adobe programs because Photoshop makes use of the document-specific features of Illustrator when it opens a raster image.
Illustrator allows you to create vector outlines, and the document can be saved in a format that allows for editing or printing. ## SketchUp SketchUp is a revolutionary open-source 3-D modeling program that enables users to create and manipulate 3-D models, including photographing them and extruding them on to other 3-D elements. A recent version of SketchUp also has greater compatibility with stereolithography, so the
possibilities for 3-D printing become exciting. SketchUp is used for industrial design, product modeling, sculpture, and even creating architectural plans. ## Free Graphics Applications Although it's highly unlikely that you'll use these programs on a day-to-day basis, these programs are worth a look simply as tools for opening and saving files for use with other programs, such as Photoshop or Illustrator. ## GIMP GIMP stands for GNU
Image Manipulation Program. It is a free and open-source image editing tool. It is similar to Photoshop, although its interface may be slightly unfamiliar at first. GIMP offers a wide variety of tools, with editing and special effects being the main ones. A GIMP Tutorial is a good start for understanding how it works. GIMP has strong features for the beginner. It contains plug-ins for some other image processing software as well. ##
Compatible Plug-ins and Extensions for Photoshop There are many compatible plug-ins available for Photoshop. The following list is an example of the latest ones available. ## dEBLUZ PhotoMeister This is an open-source plug-in, and it is as close as you can get to Photoshop's brushed look and feel. It is a very clever plug-in that allows you to create detailed or coarse brush strokes. It is used for creating seamless patterns,
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It is intended as a stand-alone program with an intuitive user interface that is easy to learn. It provides almost unlimited options in both the selection and editing of photographs to easily edit, retouch, create new images and designs for creative and educational purposes. There are six main components that make up Adobe Photoshop Elements: Figure 1. Sketch to Sketch plug-in Figure 2. Photo to Vector plug-in Figure 3. Photo to Photo
plug-in Figure 4. Photo to Sketch plug-in Figure 5. Photo to Photo plug-in Figure 6. Shape Selector Add to collection Get smart updates on your topics of interest. Subscribe to RSS updates from Science & Health for free. John Gosling | Getty Images © | Stock.adobe.com 1 of 6 Photoshop Elements Sketch to Sketch plug-in The main features of Photoshop Elements include: Sketch to Sketch plug-in Take a photo, choose colors and
style Make original artwork Goto or zoom your artwork in and out Resize an image Auto-repair the damage to your image Photo to Vector plug-in Create beautiful vector art Make high quality images Photoshop Elements make both new designs and updated images easier. By learning what each of these features are used for, you will be able to edit an image a bit faster. 1. Sketch to Sketch plug-in You can take a photo and choose a
color, style, or paint the colors you want. You can draw or use an online design that is sent to your mobile device. Figure 7. Sketch to Sketch plug-in Figure 8. Sketch to Sketch plug-in To begin, simply hover over the image and click and drag. The lines and colors in the image are automatically imported to the Sketch to Sketch plug-in. Figure 9. Sketch to Sketch plug-in Figure 10. Sketch to Sketch plug-in Now go ahead and use the fun,
creative and easy to understand tools to use, such as by simply selecting shapes or using the eraser tool and selecting with the mouse. Figure 11. Sketch to Sketch plug-in Figure 12. Sketch to Sketch plug-in Or you can use the sketch with any colors you want. Figure 13 a681f4349e
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System Requirements For Photoshop 2022 (Version 23.0):
Windows 7 or later Mac OS X 10.6 or later iOS 7.0 or later (iPhone 5 only) Android 2.2 or later Windows 10 Mobile devices See the Features and Requirements page for additional information. Minimum 2 GB RAM We recommend: 4 GB RAM Minimum 2.5 GHz Intel Core i3 Minimum 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 Minimum 3.0 GHz Intel Core i7 Minimum 2.5 GHz Intel Core i7 Minimum
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